
Monday  Nitro  –  October  16,
2000: Going Back Down (Under)
Monday  Nitro #262
Date: October 16, 2000
Location: Rod Laver Arena, Melbourne, Australia
Commentators: Tony Schiavone, Stevie Ray, Mark Madden

We’re still in Australia and that’s been a good thing so far. Halloween
Havoc is in less than two weeks and we’ve got the main event set but the
main story seems to be more about humiliating the Natural Born Thrillers
at every given chance. Other than that we have Goldberg trying to
recreate the Streak with the Sid Vicious formula of knocking people out
and counting it as a win. Let’s get to it.

Opening sequence.

Tag Team Titles: Boogie Knights vs. Mark Jindrak/Sean O’Haire

Disco and Wright are challenging in a rematch from last week where the
Knights pinned the champions. This is different from Thunder where the
champions were pinned again as Thunder resulted in a title change whereas
the previous match was restarted. Before the match, Alex rambles in
German and Disco says the Thrillers are barred from ringside. The champs
try to get in a cheap shot from behind to start but Disco gets a quick
one off a swinging neckbreaker.

Alex gets two off a powerslam as Madden wonders why Wright has no hair.
Jindrak hits Disco from the apron to take over as the fans are yelling at
Disco because heel vs. heel matches aren’t a good idea. Mark puts Disco
on the top rope for some hard shots to the jaw and everything breaks
down, meaning it’s time for a ref bump. The Seanton Bomb misses and Disco
gives Mark the Chartbuster, only to have Kronik come in with High Times
to Disco. Tony: “It’s the hired guns of Mark Sanders.” Wright gets beaten
down as well, allowing Jindrak to retain the titles.

Rating: D. More of the same here but at least the champions didn’t get
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pinned again. I can live with them being laid out with a finisher because
there was no count but having them pinned twice on TV in a week was a
huge bullet to their credibility. The Knights are a nice team and fit
together well. I’m actually digging their stuff as both of them are good
in the ring when they cut out the comedy stuff.

Sanders tells Nash that they’re about to take over WCW. Nash says he’s
too hung over to do anything tonight.

Goldberg arrives.

The Thrillers come in to see the Cat and Miss Jones to talk about Nash
being annoyed. Cat yells at them so Sanders makes Sting vs. Nash tonight.
That’s not it though as Cat makes it a lumberjack match. Boy it’s
convenient that Nash just said not to book him.

Team Canada vs. Misfits in Action

Before the match, Storm talks about being sick of Australia and promises
to give Rection a preview of Halloween Havoc. It’s Loco/Cajun/AWOL for
the Misfits here with Rection nowhere in sight. Skipper and Loco get
things going and here’s Rection through the crowd to pull Storm off the
apron. So why not just have him come out with them in the first place?
Security quickly ejects him as Duggan comes in to beat on Loco.

AWOL gets the tag and is immediately dropkicked in the knee so it’s back
to Loco as the beating continues. Everything breaks down (of course) and
the referee gets bumped (of course), allowing Cajun to dropkick Skipper
through the table (of course). Gunns slides in a chair to the wrong man
but Storm’s shot to Loco’s back only gets two. Instead it’s the Maple
Leaf making Cajun tap a few seconds later.

Rating: D. I’m getting tired of this same match structure over and over.
You’re almost guaranteed a ref bump and some interference, but above all
else you’re almost guaranteed that Team Canada will beat the Misfits with
Gunns screwing something up. This has been the story for months now and
it stopped being interesting when it started.

Here are Shane Douglas and Torrie to insult the fans. Shane invited the



Filthy Animals to come out here for a fight right now.

Shane Douglas vs. Filthy Animals

Yes a heel is in a handicap match against non-jobbers. In this case that
would be Konnan/Mysterio/Tygress, meaning we’re in our third match and
are already on our fourth stable. The Animals destroy Shane until he
maces them for a quick DQ.

Post match Konnan gets handcuffed to the ropes while Shane piledrives
(not a shoulder breaker Tony) Mysterio.

Stasiak and Palumbo are mad about getting beaten up by Goldberg so Nash
tells them to drop it.

Mysterio is put in an ambulance.

Shawn Stasiak/Chuck Palumbo vs. Crowbar/Mike Awesome

Nash is on commentary. Awesome and Palumbo get things going as Nash wants
the 70s music abolished. Palumbo springboard dropkicks Awesome to the
floor and the fans start chanting for Mike. A Stasiak baseball slide hits
Palumbo by mistake and it’s time for an argument, allowing Awesome to
dive over the top to take them both down. Things settle back down to
Palumbo headscissoring Crowbar down to set up a superkick out to the
floor.

Crowbar hurricanranas Palumbo and drops a slingshot legdrop on Stasiak
for two. It’s back to Awesome who gets crotched on top and superplexed as
Nash and Madded continue to riff on the match by talking about how
horrible a student Stasiak is. Stasiak hits Palumbo by mistake and an
Awesome Splash is enough to pin Shawn.

Rating: D. Even when they bring someone up to help bolster the roster
they can’t help but screw things up. Nash was the star here because he’s
the coach with the stupid kids under his wings and as usual, the
Thrillers are made to look like losers. They’re going out of their way
for this stuff at the moment and I have no idea what the point of this
could be. I’m sure they’re doing this to draw money or whatever because
that’s all WCW was ever about.



Nash throws a chair into the ring ala Bobby Knight to make sure you know
this is ALL about Nash instead of anyone else.

Douglas is proud about what he did and wants a World Title shot tonight.
Torrie calls Pamela Paulshock a very bad word.

David Flair wants Buff Bagwell in a DNA match at Halloween Havoc,
whatever that is. Sanders gives him the match but has a job for David
tonight.

Johnny the Bull vs. Kwee Wee

Fallout from the Lava Lamp Lounge. Kwee Wee monkey flips him to start and
Johnny snaps his ankle, giving Kwee Wee a pin in about twenty seconds.

Johnny is taken out on a stretcher.

Here’s the Cat with Miss Jones for a chat. Cat hates Madden (join the
club) but wants to dance. They both dance but Cat says he isn’t out here
to dance. Instead he wants to beat up Mike Sanders because there isn’t
room for two commissioners. Sanders comes out and says he doesn’t have
time tonight but he’ll beat Cat up at Halloween Havoc. Cue Kronik to go
after Cat (who makes drug references) but Goldberg comes to the ring and
says bring it. Sanders holds Kronik back and Kronik accuses Goldberg of
believing their own hype. A lot of trash talk keeps this going for a bit
but nothing happens.

WCW World Title: Shane Douglas vs. Booker T.

Scott Steiner is on commentary. I’m so glad that WCW gave this the proper
fifteen minutes of build that it deserved. The bell rings and we cut to
Konnan telling Tygress to wait on him because he has something to do.
Stevie talks about having his money on Booker in Vegas as Booker kicks
Shane in the face. Torrie trips Booker but we cut to the fans for no
logical reason. Couldn’t we cut to Torrie instead?

They fight to the floor with Shane getting the better of it, followed by
a top rope clothesline for two. We hit the chinlock as Steiner wants to
know why Shane isn’t going after the knee. Fair point but then again
Steiner is a known genius. The reverse Hennig neck snap gets two on the



champ but Steiner is telling Shane to go after the knee. If the knee is
already bad, wouldn’t it be better for Steiner to have two injured body
parts?

Booker fights out of a neck crank with a spinebuster and Steiner is
suddenly the best analyst in the company. As in he’s calling moves and
explaining what Shane should be doing to stay on the injuries. Torrie
puts a chain on Shane’s hand but Kidman runs out for a save. That brings
Steiner out of the chair to attack Kidman so here’s Konnan to jump
Steiner. Now Jarrett comes out to attack Konnan, leaving Booker to
Bookend Shane to retain the title.

Rating: D+. The neck stuff was fine and Steiner was entertaining in a
very different way than usual but the five people interfering continues
to make you want to scream SETTLE DOWN ALREADY. I’m still not sure why
Shane got a title shot in the first place other than saying he wanted one
but stranger things have happened in WCW.

Post break, Midajah yells at Kidman in Spanish and Steiner wants to fight
Kidman tonight.

David Flair vs. Goldberg

This is Sanders’ brilliant idea because when you think about a way to get
rid of Goldberg, you think of David Flair. Before the match, here’s Ric
Flair to do commentary. Goldberg doesn’t want to fight David so he shoves
David away, followed by the spear and Jackhammer for the pin in about a
minute.

Ric stares at Goldberg before checking on David.

Kidman says he’s as tight with the Filthy Animals as Pamela is in her
top. He’s ready for Steiner tonight. Konnan doesn’t like Scott either.

Scott Steiner vs. Kidman

Before the match, Steiner does a profanity laced version of AUSSIE AUSSIE
AUSSIE before beating up a fan. Steiner throws Kidman around to start and
tries a powerbomb but thankfully some things are sacred and Kidman
faceplants him. That’s about it for Kidman though as Steiner gives him



the super Angle Slam, followed by the Recliner to end the squash.

Preview of a profile on Goldberg airing on CNN.

Konnan vs. Jeff Jarrett

Jarrett interrupts Konnan as he allows Tygress to feel his hat but the
rolling clothesline drops Jeff to the floor. Konnan has a chair knocked
out of his hands and Jeff blasts him instead, allowing them to head back
inside. A faceplant drops Jeff and it’s time for a Bronco Buster until
Shane Douglas comes out to grab Tygress. Torrie goes after her as well,
allowing Jeff to bring in the guitar, which hits Tygress by mistake. The
Stroke puts Konnan away in a hurry.

Jarrett puts Konnan in the Scorpion.

Earlier this week, Kevin Nash had his own beer made. Ok then.

Kevin Nash vs. Sting

Lumberjack match with almost everyone we’ve seen tonight and a few others
around the ring. Nash, in theory still hung over, goes right for Sting to
start and fires off the knees in the corner. Sting knocks him to the
floor for a beating by the Misfits and it’s time to work on Nash’s knee.
The Scorpion is on in a hurry but the Thrillers helps pull Nash to the
ropes. Back in and the Stinger Splash is broken up with a raised boot and
Nash takes over again. Snake Eyes sets up a neck crank as I wouldn’t mind
if they got to the brawl instead of going through the motions like this.

Steiner and Booker get in a fight while Nash cranks on Sting’s neck as
everyone fights on the floor, setting off a GOLDBERG chant. Sting fights
back with a bunch of clotheslines but the referee gets bumped on a
Stinger Splash attempt. Cue Jeff with a guitar to knock Sting cold though
and give Nash the pin.

Rating: D. What else were you expecting here? Lumberjack matches almost
always go this way and there’s almost no way around it. Jarrett just
hitting him with the guitar for the win was probably better than having
whatever other nonsense they might have gone with here. At least the hung
over stuff didn’t amount to anything, which is definitely the best for



everyone involved.

Nash pulls down the straps and Tony freaks out but nothing happens to end
the show.

Overall Rating: D-. The overbooking has brought the show back down to
normal (well normal by WCW 2000 standards) and it’s still just as
annoying. You had all of the screwy endings and the far too short matches
because everything had to be packed in to a single show. There’s really
no reason why a three hour Raw has fewer matches than a two hour episode
of Nitro. On top of that, aside from the two main events, WCW has done a
horrible job of setting up the pay per view. I have almost no idea what
the other matches are and the limited build we’ve gotten goes nowhere.
Bad show again and for all the worst reasons.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume IV at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01AXP08DK

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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